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a b s t r a c t 

A new approach to the geometric model and workspace perception is suggested for the 

study of the 6 R SS manipulator. Following the general method of closing equations of the 

spatial chains, the direct and inverse geometric models are developed. A rigorous analysis 

of 6-DOF mechanisms is very difficult to undertake because of the impossibility to rep- 

resent intuitively spaces with six dimensions. Therefore, the six-dimension space is sep- 

arated into two spaces with three dimensions, i.e. translations space and rotations space. 

Using specific algorithms, 2D cross-sections of 6D space and intuitive representations of 

the workspace are obtained, as required in the early design stage. Finally, three examples 

of separation method are discussed, in relation with the imposed trajectory of the tool in 

a certain manufacturing process. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Parallel mechanisms offer a number of advantages compared to similar-sized serial manipulators. These advantages typ- 

ically include higher speed and acceleration, improved positional accuracy and high stiffness. Therefore, in recent years, 

several technical applications have been developed based on parallel manipulators, such as flight simulators, telescope posi- 

tion control, radar antenna, pointing devices. In addition, parallel manipulators have also been introduced into the structure 

of the high-speed machining centers with multiple degrees of freedom [1] . 

The performance of parallel mechanisms depends largely on their geometry. The design of a parallel mechanism should 

take into account two criteria [2] : the mechanism performance and the final cost. 

Providing more information about workspace of parallel mechanism will allow the end user to choose the optimal design 

of this for solving different technical issues [3] . The geometric model determines the instantaneous positions of the mobile 

platform which finaly gives the working space. 

Parallel mechanisms generally are defined as mechanisms with closed kinematic chains formed by a terminal element 

with n degrees of freedom, a mobile platform connected to a fixed base plate by n independent linkages. 

According to some authors, a number of restrictions are imposed [4–7] : 

– Each kinematic chain consists of maximum two articulated segments; 
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Fig. 1. Orientation workspace according with Bonev and Ryu [8] . 

– Operation is made simple by n actuators, one for each kinematic chain-excluding redundant manipulators on which the 

number of actuators is higher than the number of degrees of freedom of the task space allowed. 

Using representation in cylindrical coordinates for orientation space, Bonev and Ryu [8] determine the size of this space 

using MATLAB program to a general parallel manipulator. They analyze the orientation space in two ways: 

– When the z axis of the reference system attached to the mobile platform - (containing the characteristic point C ) coin- 

cides with the axis of symmetry of the manipulator ( Fig. 1 (a)). 

– The z axis of the reference system attached to the mobile platform - (containing the characteristic point C ) is situated at 

a distance from the axis of symmetry of the manipulator ( Fig. 1 (b)). 

Characteristic point C is a point convenient chosen on the robot’s end effector and coincides with the reference system 

attached to it. 

Different methods for computing this workspace are essential to the design process. Several numerical methods for com- 

puting the orientation workspace of parallel mechanisms were described in [9–12] . 

However, it should be remembered that parallel manipulators have some disadvantages as well: a limited workspace, 

presence of singularities inside the workspace [13–16] . For these reasons, many researchers have focused on discovering 

new methods in order to increase the size of the workspace [17–21] . 

2. Structural model of the mechanism 6 R SS 

The mechanism structure is that illustrated in Fig. 2 , with n fixed curves ( c 1 ) ... ( c n ), n spatial actuators b 1 ... b n linked 

to a mobile platform by n spherical joint, B 1 ... B n . The mobile platform is the one enclosed by the B j points. Links between 

n spatial actuators b 1 ... b n and curves ( c 1 )...( c n ), are achieved through the n -type joints "point on curve" denoted A 1 ... A n 

( Fig. 3 ). In the quantitative analysis of mobility, structure defines the following parameters: 

– m = n + 1 ( m is the number of mobile kinematic elements). 

– k 2 = n (number of A j kinematic joints of second class). 

– k 3 = n (number of B j kinematic joints of third class). 
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